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cannot   provide   any   information   on   the   extent   of   the   introduction   of
S.   p.   picturata.    There   is   no   information   about   saturata   beyond   that
provided   from   specimens.    W.   L.   Abbott   collected   it   in   1892   on   lie
Poivre,   slightly   to   the   south   of   St   Joseph,   and   on   Alphonse,   47   miles
(76   km)   south   of   the   Amirantes   proper   (Ridgway   1895/517).
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21.   GEOGRAPHY   AND   ECOLOGY   OF   TROMELIN   ISLAND

France   Staub

Introduction

Location

Tromelin   Island,   a   dependency   of   Reunion   Island,   is   located   at
15°52»   South   and   54°25'   East,   390   km   east   of   Antongil   Bay,   Madagascar,
and   480   km   north-northwest   of   Mauritius.   Cargados   Carajos   shoals   are
about   480   km   due   east.

Topography

The   pear-shaped   island   measures   1750   meters   in   length   and   about
three   quarters   of   this   distance   at   its   greatest   width   (Paulian   1955)  .
It   consists   of   coral   sand   piled   up   on   a   coral   reef   substratum   rising
to   an   approximate   height   of   six   metres   above   the   high   water   mark   in   the
northwestern   region.   The   whole   structure   crowns   an   abruptly   rising
submarine   cone   towering   from   abyssal   depths   of   about   2500   fathoms.   The
island   profile   slopes   gently   from   the   highest   point   in   the   north-west   to
the   south-east.   To   the   west,   a   band   of   raised   reef   of   the   "platin"
type,   met   with   in   some   of   the   Cargados   Carajos   islets,   fringes   the   beach,
passing   to   the   south-east   into   a   belt   of   coral   blocks   piled   up   by   the
action   of   heavy   swell   and   breakers   driven   by   the   trade   winds.   On   the
lee   side,   sandy   beaches   occur   with   formation   of   small   sand   dunes.    Reefs
girdle   the   island   at   about   150   metres   from   the   coast   and   are   interrupted
by   a   pass   opposite   the   north-western   coast.   Access   however   to   the   islet
is   rather   difficult   and   the   landing   of   material   for   the   construction   of   the
meteorological   station   proved   a   hazardous   operation.   The   airstrip   runs
along   the   long   axis   of   the   island.

History

Tromelin   Island   was   first   sighted   by   Captain   Briand   de   la   Feuillee
on   board   the   Diane   in   1722   and   was   called   Sandy   Island   (Bourde   1934).
On   the   21st   of   November,   1776,   the   Chevalier   de   Tromelin   sailing   in
La   Dauphine   and   returning   from   a   voyage   of   exploration   to   Madagascar
rediscovered   the   island   to   which   he   gave   his   name.   He   managed   to   pick
up   the   seven   women   survivors   from   the   ship   L'  Utile,   wrecked   in   the
vicinity   fifteen   years   before   and   brought   them   safely   back   to   Mauritius
(Gardiner   and   Cooper   1907)  .
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